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1. Discoverability
Discoverability is the ease with which users can find a 
function on the news website

Comparative Analysis  

2. Navigation & Architecture
Navigation and Architecture talks about how users move 
through the news site

3. Content Groupings
How schools aggregate articles for their users

4. External Coverage
How often schools highlight outside news on their 
main news website

5. Press Resources
What information is available for press members on the news website



Most schools follow one of two models:
- HIGHLIGHT : 
  promotion of the News Page on Home

1. Discoverability  

- SUBSCRIPTION : 
  allow users to sign up for news updates

schools out of 5
allow users to sign up for news updates2schools out of 5

promote the news page on home
FIT, Fordham, RISD FIT, Fordham3



Pratt promotes the news section on the homepage,
making it easy for users to  jump directly into the news section

Pratt Institute

x



FIT allows its users to subscribe to their 
newsletter. This function is easy to discover on 
their news website.

FIT

x



Some schools promote individual stories, 
rather than the news page as a whole

- Could lead to a higher bounce rate

1. Discoverability  

- Forces a reliance on better navigation 
  around site section

70% bounce rate on News pages in the past year



RISD promotes individual news on their 
homepage. The users can access 
only one article by clicking on these 
individual links. 

RISDx



“Back to…” navigation is often missing, 
which could leave users without a 
clear next step

2. Navigation & Architecture  

school out of 5
offers the ability to navigate backwards
RISD1



FIT doesn’t have the function to go back to 
the previous page. The users are not presented 
with the next step and they can get confused 
with the functionality of the website

FIT

x



Tabs within the news section help 
users see all affordances of the site.

2. Navigation & Architecture  



Fordham has a navigation bar on top that allows 
users to easily jump between different types of content. 
This navigation bar is always present on top, 
and users can access this from every subpage

Fordham

x

x



FIT also has the same function that 
allows users to navigate through 
different content

FIT

x



Robust tagging can inform other functionality
- Search filter

3. Content Groupings  

schools out of 5
provide recommendations on individual articles3schools out of 5

have a search filter
FIT, Fordham, RISD, The New School FIT, Fordham, RISD4

- Recommendations on individual articles



The New School has grouped their content on the 
news website by topic and college. It allows users 
to select multiple topics and colleges at the same time

The New School

x

x

x



RISD links related news articles by 
topic. When users are reading through an article they 
can find more articles on that topic at the bottom of 
the screen. This way users are engaged with the news website

RISD

x

x

x



Grouping articles by audience can 
be restrictive and reduce engagement.

3. Content Groupings  



FIT groups news content by the audience. 
Users can feel restricted and might not 
explore other news categories

FIT

x
x



Similarly, RISD also groups news by audience. 
This example doesn’t clearly show if the news is 
about the students or for the students. In addition, 
many articles would appeal to multiple audiences

RISD

xx



External coverage is great to showcase
Pratt outside the community, but it
can force the user to quit from the main website

4. External Coverage  

schools out of 5
provide external recommendations on individual articles3schools out of 5

properly present external coverage
FIT, Fordham, The New School FIT, The New School, ArtCenter3

- Most websites prioritize internal news to
  keep users on the page for longer

- It is better to open external news in a 
  new tab



RISD informs its viewers if 
the article will link them out from the website

RISD

x

x

x



Every website provides the function to 
contact the media members 
however the users have to navigate 
through different tabs to find it

5. Press Resources  

school out of 5
allows the users to submit a publish form
FIT1



The Art Center keeps the contact information 
constant throughout the website and users 
can access it from any webpage

ArtCenter

x

x

x
x



The Art Center also provides all the 
faculty information on one page, which is 
better than looking through different departments

ArtCenter

x

x

x
x

x



FIT makes it easier for users to
directly access the press resources
if they wish to publish their story

FIT

x

x

x
x

x

x



1. Highlight the news page on the homepage 
   and consider a subscription model

Recommendations  

2. Use a tabbing system and back buttons 
   for navigation

3. Group content by function rather than audience

4. Cover external news stories, but open 
    links in new tabs

5. Allow users to contact experts or submit 
   stories with minimal resistance



- Functionality

Individual/Group 
Interviews  

- Design

These interviews helped us understand 
the stakeholder’s needs and draw out 
similarities 



 “There’s no hierarchy of information on the news page - 
  there’s one kind of post. Also, the Daily Hub 
  has a long list of stuff!” 

- Julianna Rose Dow

Individual/Group 
Interviews  
 “I would like to see a more interactive experience, 
   dynamic content, film, movies.”

- Farzam Yazdanseta



 “I would love to see a homepage that’s as 
  energized but also as classy as what you’d see 
  at other news organizations.” 

- James Kempster

Individual/Group 
Interviews  
 “How do we do something that feels immersive 
  in presenting the work that our community does? 
  Right now everything is very static—words on a 
  page or photos.” 

- David Frisco

2m19s
Users spend and average 

time of 

on the Pratt news page



Individual/Group 
Interviews  
 “If you type in “Frances Bronet” with quotation 
  marks, nothing comes up. There’s nothing to 
  connect people with other things within stories.” 

- Allison Meier 

 “Arriving at the News page I don’t really know what 
  I’m going to be getting when I click on a piece of 
  content. There aren’t any tags, categories, verticals. 
  It’s really just a blog-roll.” 

- Jean Hartig



 “We need to be more precise with audiences 
  rather than just wanting more — defining 
  who exactly and what we want them to do.” 

- Marion Hammon

 “It would be nice to streamline how news 
  stories come out; there is no consistent 
  way that stories are put out.” 

- Amanda Blancato 

Individual/Group 
Interviews  

49.7K
Pratt’s news page had 

new users in the past year



individuals mentioned
visual design5 mentions of design changes were compiled 

from the interviews24
individuals mentioned 
functionality7 mentions functionality changes were compiled

from vthe interviews38

Individual/Group 
Interviews  



Group Workshops  
Purpose: to foster discussion and create 
consensus about the new News page

2 Activities:
- Current News Experience

- Allow/Avoid

participants11workshop sessions2



Workshop Findings  
1. Content Segregation

2. Search Functionality

3. Flexibility  

4. Dynamic content

5. User Journey 



1. Content Segregation    
Problem: It is difficult to see which topics 
or themes Pratt’s newsroom spans. Most 
content is lumped together.  

out of  11 participants
considered this a pain point8

Recommendations:
- Add tags to reflect larger topics (e.g. the existing DEI and Prattfolio sections)

- Feature more of these topics on the news landing page

- Allow users to view all stories under a topic (rather than linking straight to individual articles)



2. Search Functionality    
Problem: Searching for specific articles or information 
(featuring a person, department, or archived) doesn’t 
yield expected results.  

out of  11 participants
considered this a pain point7

Recommendations:
- Use topic tags in conjunction with departmental tags for search

- Allow users to filter stories by date, topic, or department at landing or topic pages

- Include archived articles in tagged items (with an indicator that it is archived)



3. Flexibility
Problem: The current article formatting doesn’t allow for 
many different layouts, leading a diverse pool of articles 
to be treated in the same way 

out of  11 participants
considered this a pain point6

Recommendations:
- Allow for different media types to be displayed on the news page (videos, podcasts, social media)

- Support different types of long-form articles (photo stories, essays, editorial pages) and treat them differently



4. Dynamic Content
Problem: The news page lacks liveliness and 
could be more engaging 

out of  11 participants
considered this a pain point5

Recommendations:
- Feature some moving images, and find a balance between static and dynamic components

- Allow for interactions with visuals

- Make images bolder on pages where an article is featured



5. User Journey
Problem: Readers are not provided with a 
next step after reading an article

out of  11 participants
considered this a pain point5

Recommendations:
- Suggest related articles and relevant pages, generated using a tagging system 

- Ensure that external links do not force navigation away from the news page

- Avoid causing user to be overwhelmed by too much or outdated content 



Other Recommendations  
1. Allow some writers to add stories themselves

2. Support horizontal and vertical images

3. Work on responsive design for mobile interactions

4. Add social media integration through widgets

5. Create clear calls to action for those who need 
    press resources



Thank you  


